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CHIEF PILOT REPORT - February 2020
By Linda Then

Operations Committee Report

The Operations Committee is currently working on finalizing new Operating Guidelines for the 
future of the balloon club.  We identified a need to present guidelines to provide operational 
and financial guidance for the executive and the balloon club.

The Goal of the Calgary Balloon Club is, 
“where practicably possible, to encourage participation in, and increase 
awareness of the sport of hot air ballooning in Calgary in particular and in 
Alberta in general.”

Based on the Bylaws, we determined that several committees should be maintained to cover 
the many areas where the club will be involved.  In order to put some structure to these 
committees, Operating Guidelines were suggested for initial presentation to the club 
executive.  

With feedback received from the executive, the Operations Committee will prepare a more 
detailed draft for further presentation.

Committee Members:

Linda Then
Norm Gold
Richard Clark
Graham Hack
Walt Then

If you haven’t already 

renewed your membership,

It’s not too late!   

There’s a handy Form 

on the last page

Of the newsletter!
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Hot Air Balloon World Record Broken 
By Daughter of British Adventurer

By Johnny Green

Alicia Hempleman-Adams, daughter of Sir David, follows in her father’s 
footsteps in capturing world and British records in AX4 balloon class

Calgary, Canada, 7th February 2020 – Alicia Hempleman-Adams 
broke the world female altitude record in the AX4 hot air balloon 
class in Calgary yesterday, reaching 4605m (15,100ft). The 
daughter of renowned adventurer, Sir David Hempleman-Adams, 
also captured British records for altitude and duration.

The 30 year old fashion consultant from Bath has held a hot air 
balloon license for 8 years but is a relative novice in solo flying. To 
achieve the new world record height, Alicia was in the air for 1 hour 
46 minutes and had to endure temperatures of up to -30 degrees 
Celsius. The AX4 balloon class is one of the smallest categories in 
the discipline and is barely the height of a double decker bus.
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In capturing the record Alicia follows in the footsteps of her illustrious 
father, Sir David, who holds over 20 hot air balloon world records 
including being the only person to fly a balloon to the North Pole and 
back. Sir David was part of the support team in Calgary and was 
there to greet Alicia when she successfully returned to ground.

Floating 15,000ft above the earth in a little basket measuring just 3ft 
x 3ft on a tiny oxygen tank is a world away from Alicia’s daily life as a 
fashion consultant in London and Switzerland, but she demonstrated 
her adventurous spirit from a young age. In 1998 aged 8, Alicia was 
at the time the youngest person ever to visit the North Pole and aged 
15 she became the youngest person to ski across Baffin Island in the 
Arctic north of Canada.

“It was pretty frightening up there, I’ve never felt so cold and at that 
height you feel very alone and a little bit helpless,” said Alicia. “I love 
ballooning and have done a few flights a year since I got my license 
8 years ago, but it’s not like I can just pop up to Hyde Park and stick 
a balloon up. So to break the world and British records is 
unbelievable for a relative novice like me.”
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“I grew up following my Dad’s 
incredible exploits and he has been 
a huge inspiration. He instilled an 
adventurous spirit in all of us and 
that has helped me in my life and 
career, but I never thought I’d ever 
be a world record holder. When I 
told him I wanted to go for the  

record I think he thought I was mad, so I’m really proud to have 
shown him that I really could do it.”

Alicia took the world record from Irishwoman Pauline Baker who set 
the previous record of 4272m in January 2008. She also broke the 
British altitude and duration records that had been set 25 and 27 
years ago respectively. She nearly doubled the British altitude 
record that previously stood at 2293m and achieved a duration of 1 
hour and 46 minutes, bettering the old British record by 9 minutes. 
The AX4 class is for balloons between 600-900m3. 

 “I am pleased as punch that Alicia has broken these records, but it’s 
very dangerous up there so I’m also relieved that she came down 
safe and sound,” said Sir David. “Attempting to break the world 
altitude record was the closest I ever came to killing myself. 
Everything starts breaking at -30, even steel can snap in half like a 
twig.”
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“The Duke of Edinburgh told me once that there’s no such thing as 
an easy world record and he was so right. Alicia should be very 
proud. Although I think this flight scared the life out of her so 
hopefully she’ll keep her feet on the ground for a while now. You 
bring your daughters up, educate them and teach them how to fly 
and then they go off and beat your records!”

Alicia’s balloon was constructed last year in Barcelona out of a new 
type of sustainable double layered material. Calgary was chosen as 
the venue for the attempt as the low temperatures, around -20 at 
ground level, help the balloon to operate more efficiently and the 
flat prairies are ideal for take-off and landing. The team had been in 
Calgary for a week acclimatising before the successful record 
attempt. 

Alicia’s records wouldn’t have been possible without the support of 
Mamont Vodka and philanthropists Frederik Paulsen and George 
Farha.
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The official press release can’t 
possibly include all the details, 
so more information about 
Alicia’s record-setting flight will 
be in the next newsletter.  In the 
meantime, thank you to Brian 
Juke for more pictures!

Johnny Green, their official 
photographer, went up to 8900’ 
with Shane Lockyer.  
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Shane’s photo from 8900’

Luka Drganc & Brant Leatherdale, 
possibly offering to “store” this equipment

Dennis Myrthu with
David Hempleman-Adams and 
Alicia Hempleman-Adams

Happy landings!
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Sir David Hempleman-Adams and Shane Lockyer 
both completed Long Jump flights 
from the High River balloon port 
on Sunday, February 9.  

 

David and Shane at the launch site.   Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Richard Clark did the inflation for David.                                      Johnny Green, official photographer
Photos by Cathy Dudgeon, enthusiastic photographer

Photo by Johnny Green
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Sir David Hempleman-Adams 
flew for 3 hours, 18 minutes, 
landing on the Blood Reserve 
west of Lethbridge, 111 km from 
the launch site. He set a new 
British record for distance and 
duration in that size of balloon.  

Photos by
Johnny Green
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Shane flew for about 
3 ½ hours, landing 
east of Lethbridge, 
132 km from his 
starting point.

Brian Juke, Shane Lockyer, Cathy Dudgeon
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Both successful flights were celebrated 
with pizza afterwards. 



‘Tis the Season for Long Jumps
By Bill Smith, BFA Long Jump Chairman       Submitted by Sharon Elliott

The 2019-2020 Long Jump season is now open through March 31. For three decades, the 
Balloon Federation of America (BFA) has been sponsoring the Long Jump Challenge to encourage 
pilots to improve their personal best flight distance while promoting safe flight planning and 
execution. For the first 10 years of the event, 232 pilots participated; from 2000 to 2019, 86 pilots 
logged results; and in the last decade, less than 30 long jump flights were officially recorded. The 
distances achieved ranged from 7 to 750 miles. As we begin our fourth decade of the challenge, 
the goal for the BFA Long Jump Committee is to promote awareness of event and improve 
participation. 

As a balloon club member, try encouraging your group to add a long jump flight to this 
winter's schedule. You just need a Saturday or Sunday with skies clear below 10,000', reasonable 
surface winds, and winds aloft over 25 knots to have a great flight. With most balloons having at 
least a two-hour duration capability in colder temperatures, it is pretty easy to log a flight of 50 
miles or more. I have found that there are few thing more exciting to a pilot than improving on a 
personal best distance, altitude or duration record. And if your group does go more than a 100 
miles, they will be talking about that adventure for a long time. 

Most less-experienced pilots are a little nervous about flying at altitudes of 10,000' MSL or 
at speeds of more than 20 knots. However, it is human nature to have strength in numbers, so a 
group flight will reduce the apprehension for those who are stepping out of their comfort zone. It is 
also a lot more fun to make a long jump with a bunch of friends. For new pilots who would like to 
fly with someone with a little more experience, we have a team category with two pilots or a pilot 
and crewmember.

The military instilled in me the "Six Ps for Mission Success": Proper Planning Prevents P---- 
Poor Performance. To help you properly plan and equip yourself for a flight, I can email you a copy 
of my personal long jump checklist and an article written on flight preparation. While both of these 
documents are aimed at more serious distance endeavors, they will give you some things to 
consider during your planning phase regardless of your goals. There are also detailed 
administrative instructions on the BFA website at 
https://www.bfa.net/information/long-jump-competition.
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https://www.bfa.net/information/long-jump-competition
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This year, I will be writing an article for the May issue of Ballooning telling about all of 
the long jump activities of the 2019-2020 season. I would like to include your flight in my 
report, so take a few notes and pictures and send them to me before April 1. Also, all 
participants will receive a certificate from BFA.

A long-distance flight can be a real morale-boosting activity for your club, as well as an 
educational experience for you. Please join in on the fun with us this year and fly a BFA long 
jump. 

Bill Smith
BFA Long Jump Chairman
aeroforce1@bellsouth.net
(502) 338-6397

Remember that our own 
Calgary Balloon Club Long Jump challenge 

continues through April 15, 2020.  
Details are on the website, and in the November 2019 newsletter. 

MY FIRST BALLOON RIDE
By Mason Walker

I was surprised and excited when Shane 
asked me to, “Get in!” the basket.  It was so fun and 
scary at the same time.  We went up to approximately 
1000 feet. It made me feel really happy, but I was 
scared of how high we were.

The balloon is a Cameron with blue, red, white 
and gold on it. It looks huge on the inside when it is 
inflated.  The burner was powerful and blew a lot of 
fire into the balloon. It was cool and hot.

The landing wasn’t harsh, it was just right. 
Packing up took a long time and it was getting darker 
by the second.  I am so thankful that Shane took me 
up in his Cameron.  I really want to go up in a balloon 
again
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2019 Saga International Balloon Fiesta
By Norm Gold

The Saga International Balloon Fiesta celebrated its 40th Anniversary in late October 
2019.  Starting back in 1980 with 14 balloons, the Fiesta has grown in numbers each year 
until this last fiesta which had over 120.  There were 70 balloons competing -  24 fiesta 
balloons, 21 Fantasia Balloon and 8 Official balloons.   Pilots, balloons and observers came 
from 15 different countries around the world.

 

Once the parade is over and the officials have made their speeches, there is the 
ceremonial opening of the Sake casks.  Sake for everyone!   There is always lots of 
entertainment and street food.  Many of the local children are eager to meet and talk to the 
fiesta people, asking questions about where you are from, practicing their English, sometimes 
presenting you with small gifts.  Japan is just starting to learn about Halloween and many of 
the locals are often dressed up in costume.  One thing I noticed the first time I visited Japan 
and Saga is the lack of garbage on the streets, even after an event like the parade.  The 
Japanese carry plastic bags with them and take their trash home to dispose or recycle!

The Fiesta always starts off with the 
Festival of Lights Parade along the main 
street in Saga.  Everything along the street 
is decorated with thousands of tiny lights.  
Of course, there are the bands, various 
local groups, a large collection of Honda 
motorcycles of all types, and the chase 
trucks with baskets in back and burners 
blasting into the night sky.
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Competitions 
begin the morning after 
the parade.  Morning 
briefing sessions start 
at 06:00.  Then it is off 
to the common launch 
area for setup, inflation 
and launch.  Once the 
morning flight has been 
completed, we rush
back to the briefing centre for observer debriefing, logger analysis, rest, a quick Japanese 
style take-out lunch, maybe a free massage if so inclined.  The afternoon briefing starts at 
14:30 and then back to the launch area for the next flight.

Every morning and afternoon the 
banks of the Kasa River are filled with 
thousands of spectators who come to 
see the balloons fly.  There is no 
admission fee to the event and the 
Japanese railway system even built a 
special train station just for the event to 
make it easy for people to attend the 
event.

Once the competition balloons have launched 
from the field, the fiesta and special shapes set up, 
inflate and take off.  They have their own series of 
competitions too.

There are usually 5 days of competition, with the 
last day consisting of a morning flight and then a 
key-grab in the afternoon.  This past fiesta we managed 
to fly 7 of the 9 possible flights but the key-grab was 
cancelled because of high winds.  Overall the weather 
cooperated and temperatures during the day were 22C 
– 25C.  The awards ceremony is held following the last 
day of flight, where the winners of the various 
competitions are announced, pilots, observers and other 
officials have a last chance to meet, exchange stories 
and good-byes before heading home.  In addition to the 
competition, there are also awards for the fiesta and 
special shape activities.

Yuma taking off
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This was my 5th year as a volunteer observer at the SIBF, starting back in 2015 with the 
Pre-Worlds event.  There were 72 volunteer observers invited to attend this time, of which 23 
were international observers, the rest from Japan.  Our typical day starts with a 05:15 bus ride 
to the briefing centre for the morning briefing at 06:00. One observer is assigned to each 
balloon and usually rides along with the chase crew and never observes the same pilot twice 
during the competition.  It is the observer’s responsibility to ensure the pilot follows the rules 
of the competition, notes take-off and landing times, records pilot declared goals, ensures that 
land-owner permission has been obtained when necessary, takes measurements and 
retrieves the markers dropped by the pilot, ensures that the pilot has turned on their GPS 
logger, attached it to the envelope before launch, and retuned it to the debriefing centre at the 
end of the flight.  Once the flight has been completed, it’s back to the briefing centre for the 
flight debriefing.  After the afternoon flight has been completed, and all the observers have 
been debriefed, it’s back on the bus to our hotel.  Some days we don’t get back until after 
19:00.

Japan is a very interesting place to visit.  Each year that I have attended the Saga 
Fiesta I have had numerous opportunities to see an experience something different of the 
country, and its culture.  Sometimes the little out of the way places are more interesting than 
the major tourist attractions.  Just exploring the streets of Saga you can find the most 
interesting things tucked away small corners.  There are many temples, shrines and castles to 
explore within walking distance of the hotels.  Saga has built a beautiful balloon museum 
which includes a flight simulator where you can experience what it is like to fly a balloon.  
Most Japanese speak some English and most of the signs are in both English and Japanese.

Gary Lockyer, learning drums

Temple grounds

Traditional Japanese Gardens
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How To Spend A Lifetime Ballooning 
By Cathy Dudgeon

Training pilots when you have less than 40 hours of flying time, in a balloon with a 
burner like a juice can around a few lighters, managing a pilot light that keeps going out - just 
another normal day of ballooning when Dale Ritchie started.  

Before he got into ballooning, Dale Ritchie attended the University of Calgary where he 
studied pre-veterinary medicine.  He then went on to the University of Alberta and completed 
his studies as a zoologist.  While he was going to university, he started working for the 
Calgary Zoological Society and continued on, after school, working as a lab technician and 
zookeeper and working on government research grants with the Zoological Society and the 
RCMP.   Dale also worked in the zoo’s young ungulate nursery, helping to raise orphaned or 
abandoned deer, elk, moose and even musk ox!  When the research grants became 
unpredictable and infrequent, Dale accepted a lucrative job with Grand & Toy Office Supplies, 
eventually becoming a salesperson.  

During that time, a friend had started training for his balloon licence, and asked Dale to 
come out and crew for him.  Dale Ritchie met Dale Lang, got his first balloon ride and fell in 
love with the sport.  He started his own pilot training in the fall of 1977 and got his licence in 
March 1978.  In 1979, he started flying commercially with Dale Lang and Del Michaud.  When 
Dale Lang left the business in 1984 to attend seminary in the United States, Dale went on his 
own and continued flying and doing some commercial contract work until Harold Warner 
asked him to join his company, Cameron Balloons Canada.  Dale became the Operations 
Manager at Cameron Balloons Canada/Aero Dynamics, and continued in that position until 
1995.  He continued to fly commercially on a part time basis while starting up a small printing 
business.  When Aero Dynamics was sold to Sundance Balloons based in London, Ontario in 
2000, Dale sold his print shop and was hired to become the Operations Manager for Western 
Canada where he continued until he retired from the company in 2012.

In 1992, Dale became an Aircraft Maintenance Engineer (AME) for balloons when he 
worked with Aero Dynamics.  He was also the chief inspector for manufacturing for Sundance 
Balloons while he was working for them.  If you’re hoping to import a balloon into Canada, 
Dale’s the person to talk to as he has now become a Minister’s Delegate - Maintenance 
(MD-M) for Transport Canada.  Dale still continues to do some commercial contract flying as 
well as staying very active in balloon maintenance, repairs, certification, inspections and now, 
balloon imports and exports. 

Del Michaud and Dale Ritchie at Hespero, September 2020
Dale Ritchie and Dale Lang
Albuquerque, October 2020
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Changes Since The 1970’s 

When asked what has changed the most in ballooning since the 1970s, when he 
started ballooning, Dale mentioned how technology has improved.  

“There was a whole different dynamic, because the equipment wasn’t very good. You 
were always making sure that your pilot lights weren’t going out.  The old Cameron burners as 
well as Picards, Semcos and Ravens were just like big tomato juice cans with a flame in it.  
Try holding 3 or 4 BIC lighters together, and that was your burner.”   

Now pilots have access to very reliable balloon equipment as well as electronic maps 
and much improved instruments, but Dale cautions against relying on them too much.  

“Don’t let the instrument tell you how high you are.  You tell me how high you are.  Don’t 
just stand there and watch your instruments.  You should be able to look over the edge and 
recognize that you’re falling too fast, too close to the ground, and fix it.  You can’t rely on 
instrumentation.  It’s still feeling it, looking and watching.”  If Dale sees a student pilot is relying 
on the instruments too much, he’ll turn them off.  

Dale described flying as “It’s like a symphony. There are lulls and then all of a sudden 
this great huge crescendo as you’re coming down, flying over trees.  It’s a feeling, you can’t 
pound that into someone’s head.  It’s kind of an ongoing, dynamic, moving thing.” 

Another big change is the number of experienced pilots available to offer advice and 
training.  

“When I started flying balloons, there weren’t many others.  We didn’t have people with 
hundreds of hours who were able to train us.  We even had to figure out how to train people - I 
was training people when I had 35-40 hours, because there was nobody else.” 

One Interesting Landing

During one flight over Calgary, when they were preparing to land, a piece of the burner 
popped off.  Dale had to shut down the fuel system because it was dripping propane into the 
basket.  He scrambled to isolate a tank, get fuel going, and used the whisper burner to soften 
the landing.  The balloon landed in an alley behind some houses, bounced over a fence and 
into a back yard where the balloon stood and waited until the crew arrived.
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Jordan Desert Flight

In 1992, when Dale had been flying for about 15 years, he had the opportunity to fly in 
Jordan with some of the best pilots in the world at the Jordan International Hot Air Balloon 
Festival. 

The first Iraq war was over, but there was still a lot of tension between Iraq and Israel, 
with Jordan caught between them.  It was still safer than Iraq and Israel, so several journalists 
who’d been covering the war were living in Jordan. The Jordanian government and several 
Jordan companies wanted to promote tourism in their country, and give the journalists 
something positive to write about, and came up with the idea of hot air balloons flying over the 
desert in conjunction with King Hussein’s birthday. 

Fifty top pilots from all over the world were invited, but each had to be a record holder 
or a national champion.  The pilots that attended from Canada were Dale Ritchie, Dave Gleed, 
Del Michaud and Andy Stone.

Royal Jordanian Airlines shipped all their equipment and provided two first class tickets 
for each pilot.  The government provided soldiers for crew and chase vehicles made from 
humvees with boards placed across the back to form a sort of pickup truck.  The balloonists 
were given tours all over Jordan, including the Valley of the Crescent Moon, where scenes for 
one of the Indiana Jones movies were filmed.  
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Their base was a Bedouin-type camp set up for them in the desert, a 90’s version of 
glamping, complete with shower facilities, a kitchen, and tents for each of them.  Hotel staff 
provided first class service, making their beds and leaving chocolates on the pillows, more 
than making up for the occasional scorpion in a shoe.  The balloonists were well fed, and 
managed to get six flights over the Wadi Rum in the few weeks that they were there.  

The first pilots to fly hot air balloons over Jordan were treated to a spectacular view of 
the flat desert with huge granite outcroppings scattered around, like huge mountains.  
Between those giant rocks were sand and snakes.  
  

They returned to Amman for a big celebration at one of the royal palaces, where Queen 
Noor herself threw her security personnel into fits when she attended unexpectedly.  Dale 
describes her as an “absolutely beautiful and eloquent woman” who personally thanked each 
of them for coming, and presented each with a medal. 
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Special Shapes

One of the most well known, most 
photographed special shaped balloons in North 
America is Airabelle, the flying Cow.  Now in its 
third iteration, Dale has flown the Cow since it was 
created in 1989.

The first Airabelle, owned by Cameron 
Balloons Canada at the time, had a cold air 
crescent moon that hung about 30’ below the basket and ended up looking more like a banana 
with a smiling face. That hanging moon, at times, would need to be jettisoned before landing, 
especially if the balloon was moving quickly.  The moon would just keep on rolling along the 
ground, and end up hanging on a fence or other obstacle.  It was damaged quite a few times 
before finally meeting its end.  At one point, while Linda Then was repairing it, she asked 
Richard Clark to inflate it.  During the moon’s last inflation, it ripped from one end to the other 
and Airabelle became the Cow not jumping over the moon!

Airabelle flew at many events throughout the United States and Canada as well as one 
trip to Australia.  There were banners built for the balloon that could be changed depending on 
the company for which it was advertising.  Companies like Cadbury’s, the Wisconsin Milk 
Marketing Board, Chateau d’Laterie, the Dairy Council of Northern Nevada, California Gold 
and of course, Creamland Dairies in Albuquerque all enjoyed the benefits of the Cow’s appeal.  
One of the longest, if not the longest, commercial sponsor contracts for the Cow has been with 
Creamland Dairies in Albuquerque.  This advertising program with the Cow and Creamland 
has been operating for 30 years.  Jean Beauregard first flew the balloon at Fiesta in 1989 and 
then Dennis Myrthu took over operation at Fiesta from 1990-1996.  Airabelle II was built in 
1996, and both Cows flew together that year - one piloted by Dennis, the other by Julie Giles.  
Airabelle I was retired, and Daniel Cave flew Airabelle II at Fiesta for 1997 and 1998.

Dale took over flying the Cow at Fiesta and many other events for Dean Foods (mother 
company of Creamland Dairies) in 1999.  The manager of Creamland Dairies asked Dale to 
commit to fly Airabelle for five years so that there was better continuity with the crew members 
and pilot.  Dale agreed, and continued to fly it every year through 2018, despite its 
non-aerodynamic shape.  

“It’s like flying a sheet of plywood,” said Dale.  “Any kind of breeze turns you and spins 
you. Very animated.” 

Even though the dangling moon was gone, the dangling legs continued to be a 
challenge.  Ralph Dowson was flying Airabelle in St. Jean sur Richelieu one year, when the 
back legs dragged over a barbed wire fence during landing on his last flight of the event.  The 
“hoof” of one back leg was shredded.  There was no time to fix it, because the balloon was 
being shipped to Dale in Calgary so that he could fly it in Boise, Idaho the following weekend.  
Ralph put it on a truck and shipped it to Calgary.  Dale didn’t see the extent of the damage 
until he unpacked it in Boise.  He used sticky backed nylon tape to put the hoof back together 
and flew it that morning.  After the flight, he took it to the home of Scott Spencer, one of the 
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event’s organizers.  Scott’s wife had a home sewing machine that they set up on the front lawn 
and spent the day sewing the hoof back together. 

Those dangling legs had another interesting encounter with a ferris wheel in Gatineau, 
Quebec.  A number of balloons were setting up next to an amusement park, planning to fly 
over Ottawa. It was a bit gusty, and Dale’s launch spot was upwind of a big, tall balloon called 
“The Scottish Piper”.  Dale asked if they could wait until after he launched, and then focused 
on setting up Airabelle.  He got it put together, did the hot inflation, got his passengers in, and 
looked to see all 160’ of the Scottish Piper standing downwind of Airabelle.  Dale had his crew 
walk Airabelle around the Piper, and launched.  As they launched, a wind gust pushed them 
right towards a ferris wheel.  “One of the very few times in my life that I’ve had both burners on 
at the same time in that balloon!” Dale said. 

It almost worked.  Most of Airabelle managed to clear the ferris wheel - all but one of the 
back legs, which caught on a pointy part of the ferris wheel.  The whole hoof unzipped from 
the leg and floated gently down into the amusement park.  Dale was able to continue flying but 
landed at the Rockcliffe Airport instead of flying across Ottawa.  The next morning, they tied a 
big knot in the hoofless leg, nicknamed the Cow “Stumpy” and tethered her on the field.  Dale 
then spent the day at John Davidson’s repair shop, sewing the hoof back together again and 
flew it that evening.  

Perhaps Dale’s fondest memories of flying Airabelle are at the Albuquerque 
International Balloon Fiesta, where he's flown it for 20 years, usually with the same crew.

“I’ve seen two generations of crew grow up,” Dale explained.  “They’d bring their 3 and 
4-year-old kids to Fiesta and now the kids are crewing for me, at 25 years old.  We’re all kind 
of a big family.  One crew person that comes from Switzerland every year, went home and had 
an actual Swiss cow bell made for the balloon.  Gorgeous. We keep it in a padded bag.  When 
we take off, I’ll hand it to one of the corporate clients in the basket to ring.  Eventually I have to 
tell them to stop, and it goes back into the padded bag.”  

Dale and Airabelle won the special shape competition in Albuquerque in 2000, when 
they launched from the field and scored at two targets set up in the city.  Creamland Dairies 
took a break from flying the Cow at Fiesta in 2019 but, word has it, Airabelle will be back flying 
at Fiesta in 2020 and for the 50th Anniversary of Fiesta in 2021. 
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Out of the forty or more special shapes that Dale has flown, he says that his favorite is 
possibly the T-Rex Dinosaur.  National Geographic photographed the Dinosaur flying down a 
valley in Drumheller when Dennis Myrthu was the pilot, and it made the cover of their 
magazine.  A marketing executive for Sinclair Oil in Salt Lake City saw that cover and showed 
it to the executives . They ended up with a contract to fly the Dinosaur for Sinclair Oil all over 
the U.S. for quite a few years. 

In 1989, Dale, along with Bert Freund, took the 
dinosaur to Shizouka, Japan for a tour and promotion of the 
area.  It was a big hit and they tethered the balloon at a lot of 
parks and schools.  In 1993, Dale flew the Dinosaur over 
Niagara Falls.  There was a ballooning event in Buffalo, New 
York, but Dale and his crew drove across the Rainbow 
Bridge to Canada, where they launched the Dinosaur.  Dale 
flew back across Horseshoe Falls before landing in a 
cemetery in the United States.  His crew had to go through 
customs twice! 

Costa Rica

Dale has flown all over the world, and enjoyed every country…it was a new adventure 
in each one!  One of the most memorable flights was flying over the rainforest in Costa Rica, 
just a few feet above the treetops.  

Dale and his wife Barb decided to take a family trip to Costa Rica, along with Barb’s 
son, Chris, and his girlfriend, Sarah.  They were interested in seeing a turtle sanctuary near 
the ocean, as well as the volcanoes, and the rainforest.  Dale contacted Tucker Comstock, a 
friend that he knew through Cameron Balloons US, who’d had an adventure company in Costa 
Rica.  She put them in touch with Esteban Elizondo, a pilot who still took passengers for flights 
over the rainforest.  Esteban had a horse ranch with villas that were rented out to guests, so 
the family stayed there, near Turrialba.  

On the day of the memorable flight, 
Esteban agreed to let Dale act as Pilot in 
Command.   Barb, Tucker, Chris and Sarah 
joined them for the flight. They launched, and 
Esteban told Dale that they needed to go up to 
6000’ to get a wind direction that would take 
them to the rainforest.  As they were ascending, 
Dale noted a slight wind direction change.  
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They climbed to 6000’ and could see volcanoes in the distance through the clouds.  
Dale wanted to see more, told Esteban to trust him, and started to descend, looking for that 
wind direction change he’d felt earlier.  They dropped down until they were flying over a river, 
but it was taking them away from the rainforest.  Esteban had his doubts, until Dale found the 
right wind direction, and started flying towards it. 

They were soon flying just a few feet above a beautiful envelope of lush green 
rainforest.  The animals in the forest below were curious, but didn’t seem afraid of this 
mysterious thing floating above their world.  The toucans would yack away at it, maybe 
chattering at another flying creature.  Howler monkeys would be quiet as they floated 
overhead, then hoot and yell at each other after the balloon passed, maybe saying, “What was 
that? Did you SEE that?!” The iguanas just blinked.  

At one point during the flight, Barb could hear water trickling.  She was peering into the 
forest, trying to see if there was a river or a creek.  Tucker pointed out that it was pouring rain!  
It was only a brief shower, but they flew in the rain above the rainforest.  The perfect flight 
eventually ended with a gentle landing on a road in a recently harvested pineapple plantation. 
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Competitive To The End!

Since 1978, Dale has trained many balloon pilots in Canada, flown regular shape and 
special shape balloons in quite a few countries and is an avid competitor.  

Dale has had the privilege of being able to travel to many countries to compete and has 
placed in the top ten in the world a few times.  Dale’s best finish was fourth in the World 
Championship in Battle Creek, Michigan and that accomplishment still stands today as the 
highest ranking of a Canadian pilot in a World competition.  Dale has also won the Canadian 
Hot Air Balloon Championship a total of five times...more than any other balloon pilot in 
Canada. 

 “Competing keeps you sharp and hones your skills, not only in competition but also in 
pleasure flying, by giving you the ability to put your balloon where you want it and how you 
want it.  I always tell people that it’s a feeling and instinct that keeps you safe and makes flying 
so much more enjoyable.”  

“Going to different countries is neat, but it’s the people you meet.  It’s the enthusiasm of 
the pilot or the crew. It’s a passion thing.  You can crew and be involved that way without 
having to learn how to fly.  I would go flying in a heartbeat anywhere, if I had a chance.”

Dale’s Favourite Quote

“We cannot change the direction of the wind, 
we can only accept it.  That’s the bottom line – 
ballooning is the philosophy of acceptance.” – 
Bertrand Picard

Dale in Albuquerque 2019
Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Hespero 2017.  Photo by Dirk Luxen



Hare & Hound Flight, September 2019 
By Cate Walker

I look forward to the Heritage Inn Balloon 
Festival in High River every year.  There is a buzz 
about the town when the festival launches.  I notice 
vehicles pulled over on the outskirts of town their 
eyes and smiles shine upward.  I eavesdrop on 
cheerful conversations while standing in line at the 
coffee shop, locals asking each other, “Did you look 
up and see the balloons this morning?” Even our 
teachers understand why kids are late to school.  I 
often think they wish they could be out there with all their students, looking up at the 
decorated sky.

I felt incredibly blessed to fly on Thursday morning, the first and only flight of the 
festival.   Shane Lockyer took me on the hare and the hound competition flight. With 
Jamie Kinghorn as the Hare the first balloon launched- every pilot looking up to map their 
flight.  Cheering from the spectators erupted!  

Shane was ready to inflate. The motor on the fan sputtered then purred, as the 
Cameron Balloon bellowed and waved under the force of the air from the fan.  The cold 
inflation taking shape to the balloon. As the blast from the burner warmed my face, I took 
note.  That is always my favorite part. The hot inflation was quickly underway.  The 
magnificence of the powerful burner combined with the colorful envelope never seems to 
get old.  Within 5 minutes we were all looking up at the envelope as it tilted upward, ready 
for more heat.  

Cathy ran in to bring the 
crown line to the basket and when 
Shane told me to, “get in” I didn’t 
hesitate.  He was ready to catch the 
Hare!  There is something different 
about a competition flight.  Shane’s 
competitive edge was starting to 
show.  I drank the Kool-aid and was 
rooting for my friend.  This wasn’t 
just another flight- it was a mission!  
A mission I was invested in and had 
absolutely no part in or control over 
the outcome. 
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As we crested the top of the trees surrounding the launch field, the beauty of the 
landscape caught my attention, and my breath.  I snapped pictures that I knew would 
never capture the real splendor of the experience. It didn’t matter, it was all I could do to 
hang on to the moment and share it with my husband and kids.  After taking too many 
pictures, I stopped to absorb the experience- but only for a short time. Shane was burning 
only enough to contour the balloon lower and lower, hovering about 6 feet above the 
ground. Shane was hanging out of the basket on the south side, closer to the target laid in 
the field.  As we approached the big “X” Shane pitched the marker and landed it within 
inches of the middle of the “X”. 

Overcome with excitement, Shane realized the need to quickly burn and managed 
to raise the balloon enough to narrowly miss Jamie’s basket laying on the ground.  It’s a 
team sport.  We were grateful for the team’s support in this. 

The fall colors were spectacular!  As we watched other pilots attempt their toss, Del 
skillfully and with ease (how does he do it?) flew directly over the “X”, moving Shane into 
second place.  

The competitive edge of this flight made it 
different than any other time I have flown.  Thank 
you Shane, for the awesome flight!
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Thank you to 
Searle and Cat 
for making 
available a venue 
for the Club’s 
Christmas Party! 

CHEATER!
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Tales From the Chase Truck
By Tim and Lucie Rohl

On long weekends we were going quading with our friends Roger & Marina, George & 
Laurie. For the September 2016 long weekend, George & Laurie were going out of town, and 
Roger & Marine asked if we’d be interested in going to a ballooning event in Hespero. We 
decided why not. 

           The Friday night meeting, we joined everybody gathered in the hall. We were with 
Roger and Marina when Gary Lockyer came over and asked all four of us if we’d be interested 
to crew for him. We had never done it and were true rookies, as we advised Gary. He said, 
“The greener the better!” explaining that way he could train us the way he wanted. That 
weekend was our first time near a balloon and basket. We had seen them in the air but never 
that close.  He trained us on what to do and not to do. We got the balloon ready to go the next 
day. It was fun to do and learn something new, and all the preparation that when on to get a 
balloon ready to fly. 

             To our surprise when he was ready to launch, he asked Marina who should come for 
a flight! Marina nominated us both, saying that they would chase the balloon. After getting 
instructions from Gary, we launched. I never knew how peaceful and quiet (besides the 
burner) it was up there. The view was amazing. Gary was great during the flight with some 
instructions on what to do and not to do in case of a rough landing, also what to watch for and 
call out to help the pilot when we are in the air (trees, power lines, power poles etc…). That 
was an amazing moment. We had a beautiful and smooth landing that day. We really enjoyed 
ourselves that weekend. The corn roast was awesome, with many people lending a hand to 
Sheri and Cliff, and getting to meet so many very nice people and make new friends along the 
way.

              We have done some crewing with other pilots when we have a chance, because we 
split the activity between ballooning and volleyball (our granddaughter). We get to put into 
practice what we learned from Gary and learn more from every pilot and crew. 

I think this sure is a different way of 
being busy and entertaining ourselves, 
setting up the balloon envelope, basket, 
stowing the gear and chasing the 
balloon, and once in a while we get a 
flight in (with a pilot of course ha ha). It is 
a very nice reward, getting a flight. We 
like coming back because we made 
some great friends amongst the group. 
Everybody is just like a big family. The 
games we get to play or watch when 
they have the crew competitions are lots 
of fun to see. Never know what’s going 
to be the challenge the next year around. 
It’s always a big surprise. 
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 One of the moments I remember most was in Raven. We were crewing for Walt 
and Linda that time and were chasing the balloon. Linda was looking for a place to land, 
and she pointed out one property with a big field that looked  perfect. We came upon this 
kid on the side of the road with his bike who was watching the balloon, and asked him if 
he knew the landowner. It happened it belonged to his family. We explained that we were 
looking to get permission for the balloon to land on their property. He was thrilled about 
that and said it was okay to do so. We radioed Linda to let her know. Walt was already 
ahead of us. The funny part of it was the little boy took his bike over the fence and started 
to ride toward his house to let his parents know.  

              It happened to be a whole family there, and they were celebrating their 
anniversary that night. Everybody came over and asked questions. The little girls got into 
the basket with Linda. We tethered the balloon a little bit just off the ground so they could 
feel how it was.  They helped us take the balloon down and pack it up. Everybody had a 
picture taken with the balloon and the pilot, and entered the drawn for a free flight for the 
next year. For the most part, we have had great reception from land owners, especially if 
they have kids.

We have attended as crew at the Heritage Hot Air Balloon event, crewing for 
Sandra and Bill from Ontario on the Whale. The Balloon glow night was fun with all the 
excitement, including having to quickly deflate the envelope due to the wind and clearing 
the spectators out of the way. Everyone was good following the instructions without any 
issues, and I’m sure it was interesting to see the scramble.  

             It’s always fun to  see everybody  when we can at these events. In 2018 we went 
to the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta with Roger, Marina, George and Laurie with our RV’s. 
We did a 2 week round trip, while Roger and Marina did a full 3 week trip. That was 
amazing to see, 500 to 600 balloons in one place, that was a big fiesta.  We camped at 
the RV lot beside the event and rode the school bus transfer to the gates (10 min.). For 
us it was great as the balloons flew right over our RV.

Our Goal is to help keep pilots from being “unhappy pedestrians”
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Recent flights 

December 14, 2019 - 
Shane Lockyer and 

Jenn Korchmar-Podruski 
flew from High River. 

Photo by Cathy Dudgeon Photo by Colleen Whillans

3 ¼ balloons got together in Sylvan Lake for a Christmas surprise on December 20, 2019. 

Photo by Emma Lockyer
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New Year’s Day 2020
Ten balloons launched from 
High River’s Balloon Port to 
start 2020 right!  (It would 
have been eleven, but 
Graham experienced 
technical difficulties.) 

Cathy Dudgeon, Ole Olesen
Photo by Janice Storch

Gary Perdue, trying to remember 
what a small balloon feels like. 
Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Big Toy II.  Photo by Janice Storch

Shane Lockyer, Del Michaud.  Photo by Janice Storch.

Makenna Walker, Jamie Kinghorn, Deb O’Bray
Photo by Janice Storch

Mason Walker.  
Photo by Cathy Dudgeon
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Del Michaud. Photo by Brian Juke

Shane Lockyer. Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Tara Leatherdale.  Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Stan Wereschuk.  Photo by Brian Juke.

Linda Then, Dale Ritchie, Jamie Kinghorn
Photo by Gary Perdue

Scott Beaton, Jenn Podruski.
Photo by Crystal Leach-Affleck

Jenn Podruski, Bill Dickinson
Photo by Crystal Leach-Affleck
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Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Photo by Cathy Dudgeon

Photo by Shane Lockyer

January 26 - Luka & Susana Drganc, Jenn Podruski, and Shane Lockyer went for a 
sunrise flight. 

Future flights?

Gee, I wonder 
what colours 
will be in 
Jamie’s new 
balloon.  

Shane & Cathy 
are working on 

their second 
mini balloon.



2020 CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS 

DATES EVENT LOCATION

Feb 15 Saturday after meeting flight

Feb 17 Sylvan Lake Winterfest Sylvan Lake, Alberta

March 6-8 Winthrop Balloon Festival

March 11 CBC Monthly Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

March 14  Saturday After Meeting Flight

April 8 CBC Monthly Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

April 18    Saturday After Meeting Flight

May 1-3 Spring Drumheller Happening Drumheller, Alberta

May 13 CBC Monthly Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

May 16   Saturday After Meeting Flight

June 10 CBC General Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

June 13 Saturday After Meeting Flight

June 21 Wings & Wheels Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

July 25-27 Big Sky Billings, Montana

Aug 6 CBC Annual Summer BBQ

Sept 4-7 Hespero Annual Balloon Race Hespero, Alberta

Sept 9 CBC General Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

Sept 12 Saturday After Meeting Flight

Sept 18-20 Fall Drumheller Happening Drumheller, Alberta

Sept 23-27 Heritage Inn International Balloon 
Festival

High River, Alberta
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2020 CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS, CONTINUED

DATES EVENT LOCATION

Oct 3-11 Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta Albuquerque, New Mexico

Oct 14 CBC Monthly Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

Oct 17 Saturday after meeting flight

Oct 23-25 Raven Rally Raven, Alberta

Nov 11 CBC Monthly Meeting Hangar Flight Museum, Calgary

Nov 14 Saturday after meeting flight

Nov 21 Montgolfier Day

Dec 3 CBC Christmas Party

Submitted by Shane Lockyer, 
which probably doesn’t surprise anybody.

Please send submissions for the May newsletter 
to Sharon sjelliott@sasktel.net  or Cathy cathycdn@gmail.com by May 4th. 

May is when spring comes, and it might seem really far off right now, but it’ll happen. 

mailto:sjelliott@sasktel.net
mailto:cathycdn@gmail.com


Calgary Balloon Club Membership Application
                          Membership Year is from January 1 to December 31

Name: ____________________________________________
                Surname                              First

Address:  __________________________________________

                _____________________ Postal Code:__________

Email Address:______________________________________

Phone - Home:____________________   Phone - Cell:________________________________

It is the intention of the Club
● to use the information to contact you about Club activities
● to provide a Membership Roster and email list for Club members
● to use the information for Club purposes
● for you to have access to your information
● to respect your privacy

*I give permission to have my contact information included on the Membership Roster and/or 
email list to be distributed to the members of the Calgary Balloon Club.

Circle One   YES   NO 

Membership Class Rate Amount Enclosed

Active $45/year $

Family of Active Member $15/year $

Name(s) of Family Members applied for

Family member’s email address, phone 

Total Enclosed $_____________________

Please make cheque payable to:  
‘The Calgary Balloon Club
c/o 5639 Maidstone Cres NE
Calgary, Alberta   T2A 4C3

For e-transfer, please send to Dirk, 
Club Treasurer at luxen@shaw.ca 
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